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Were American Newcomen to do naught elsCy our
'^ork is well done if we succeed in sharing with
America a strengthened inspiration to continue
the struggle towards a nobler Civilization—
through wider knowledge and understanding of the
hopes, ambitions, and deeds of leaders in the past
t^ho have upheld Civilization's material progress.
As we look backward, let us look forward."

—CHARLES PENROSE

(i886-igs8)
Senior Vice-Presitienifor Norlh America

The hleixcomen Society
for the study of the history of
Engineering and Technology

(1923-1957)
Chairman for North America

('95S)

This

at the Newcom ^ purpose of the Society, wasfirst, read
"^hen American fJ^^^"^^^^^'"^^°^hWorld'sFaironAugusts> ̂ 939*

Ttewcomen were guests of The British Government.

Memores simul affectamus Agenda"

This address, dealing with the history of the First Mississippi

Corporation, was delivered at a "'igS2 Mississippi Meeting

of The Newcomen Society in North America held in Jackson,

when Mr. J. Kelley Williams was the guest of

honor and speaker, May ijth, 1982



I hope that we will be able to build on the base that we've

developed, but I wouldn't hesitate to depart from it if ex
ternal opportunities or problems indicated that that was the
thing to do."

—J. Kelley Williams
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My fellow members of Newcomen:

It's a privilege for me to have the pleasure of introducing our
speaker this evening. And also an opportunity to express our ap
preciation to Newcomen for honoring us on our 25th birthday

party.

One of our First Mississippi Board members from out-of-state
belongs to The Newcomen Society in his state. He asked me a ques
tion about Mississippi Newcomen which I would like to pass on to
Don Lutken. He wanted to know if it was part of our charter or by
laws that you had to be President of Mississippi Power & Light in
order to be Chairman of Newcomen. How about it Don?

Several years ago Don mentioned to me the possibility of First
Mississippi being honored by Newcomen. I suggested that maybe we
should wait awhile since we seemed to be doing pretty good at the
time, and I was superstitious that if we had a chance to brag about
ourselves it might change our luck.

Don made an end run around me to Kelley Williams with the idea,
and Kelley accepted with delight. I told Kelley of my superstition,
and he told me to forget it. He said Reagan was to be inaugurated
in a few months and that he, Kelley, personally knew Stockman,
Laffer and Kemp, and things were going to be better than ever. 1
recall the day we had that conversation our stock was trading at $27.00.
Today it closed at $11.00. Now, I'm not mad at Reagan, or Stock
man, or Kemp, or Laffer, or Kelley. I'm mad at Don Lutken.
The list of people who have contributed to the success of First

Mississippi for the last twenty-five years is a long one; to name but a
few, the original investors who were willing to take a chance on a
new concept; the 21 original directors who were willing to give of
their time and risk their reputations on a chancey project.



But, in fact, two men constituted the driving force that created
First Mississippi and shaped it into the company it is today. One of
them happens to be the senior member of our board of directors, and
the other is the junior member.

Owen Cooper had the vision to conceive of the need for such a
company and had the drive and leadership to make it become a real
ity. His motivation was as much altruistic as it was profit-oriented.
He wanted to prove that we here in Mississippi need not rely on
outside help to create jobs and produce goods at a profit. Owen,
indeed, was the founder with a capital "F."

As it turned out, we met with indifferent success during our first
ten years.

In 1969 our President, Jack Babbitt, resigned and went with Wii-
ams Owen and I were made a committee of two to find
new . ut while we were looking we had to find someone to

^ ^ "^^tle Kelley Williams vice president and general
wp serving as head of corporate planning, butwe had no idea as to his executive ability.

^ interviewed the better Kelley looked,president and CEO in 1971, at the mature age of

has a B.S. in Chemical Engi-

School He aS°hfs"
whom are excellent sons, all of
dad. While attend' P'^y^rs, and some of whom can beat their
his duty to his commV> 'u *^elley has not neglected
institutions is on th ^ ^ trustee for three educational
nomic Council and r. ^^y Mississippi Eco-
idents' Organization serves as chairman of the Young Pres-
During the oast tp

come a well-diversified leadership, we have be-
ity producer. ^timpany instead of essentially a one-commod-

icagues to the maior 1^^ place, Kelley took us from the bush
Stock Exchange in 19'f' 8°"^" us listed on the New Yot
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Kelley has all of the qualities needed to make a successful CEO,
including being willing to take a gamble now and then. In fact, he
was described in one of the business journals as "The Mississippi
River Boat Gambler." But the following facts will show that he doesnt
draw to inside straights.

Listen to this Kelley Williams arithmetic. If you had bought one
share of stock the day Kelley was elected president on November 17,
1971, it would have cost you $5.00. Over the past ten years, through
stock dividends and stock-splits, that one share today has increased to
eleven and a quarter shares, with a current market value of $ 11 per
share.

This impressive record tells more about our CEO than all of the
eloquent praise I could muster.

It gives me great pleasure to introduce to you our president,
Kelley Williams.

LEROY PERCY

CHAIRMAN OF THE

BOARD

OWEN COOPER

CHAIRMAN OF THE

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

FOUNDER

J. KELLEY WILLIAMS

PRESIDENT AND CHIEF

EXECUTIVE OFFICER



My fellow members of Newcomen:

IT IS an honor and a pleasure for me to present the story of First
Mississippi Corporation tonight. This is the twenty-fifth anniver
sary year of the founding of the company. So it is an appropriate

time according to tradition to look back and take stock.

But LeRoy, if I had known when Don Lutken first conveyed the
invitation almost two years ago that:

The farm economy would be in the worst shape since the great
depression causing us to have to shut down our Fort Madison
fertilizer operation,

Unemployment would be at its highest level in forty years,
e energy shortage would turn to glut and energy companies

into pumpkins,

and^our stock price would be down over 50% from its former

some other things, I think I would have suggested
for vou to checked to see if I could arrangefor you to make this presentation.

these occasinn^"^ just a little. But tonight, as is customary at
perhaps the Sumg to take the long panoramic view. So
peiective ^ important in this context and
and opinbrn'^My inuIueL influences your perceptions
perspective as a new emni ^ ^'ssissippi frotn tny
company_i„ some respects^m^"

voS LTomeVthe
creative financing T ^ projects with some of the most
But what was Ze or since. That was unusual-ence. "tisua was that the company was even in exist-

project after^anotheZ"th ^ disastrous"Other m the years following its founding. It survived

because of the tenacity of those original directors and founders who
hung in there through the early years of disappointment. The unusual
thing is that these men founded the company not for personal gain
but to help develop Mississippi's business economy. There was no
promoter stock. No underwriter's fees. Total expense of raising $5
million original capitalization was about $50,000.

Perhaps if the company had been founded for the usual reasons it
would not have survived. Or perhaps it would not have gotten into
trouble in the first place.

There are with us tonight many of those founding directors, I
would like to introduce them: Frank Allen, Owen Cooper, Alf Dan-
tzler, Emmitte Haining, Bob Hearin, Morris Lewis, Jr., Dwain
Luce, Billy Mounger, LeRoy Percy, Reggie Smithson, and Bill
Walker.

I would also like to say to David Anderson whose father, Fred
Anderson, Jr., the first president of the company, died in 1964, too
soon to see the success of the company he helped create, I wish your
dad could be here tonight.

There is something else unusual about these founding directors.
They ail served without compensation during ail those early years of
problems and trouble. So did Fred Anderson as president and Owen
Cooper as chairman. So did LeRoy Percy, later during two terms as
president, when, as he said, things were so bad no one else would
take the job. LeRoy told me, that during those years, when he and
the other directors weren't being compensated, a stockholder once told
him he wasn't sure they were worth that much.

The company also survived those traumatic early years because of
the perseverance and resilience of officers and employees like Jack
Babbitt, the first general manager and later president. Unfortunately
Jack could not be with us tonight as he is in Saudi Arabia. We are
pleased to have two members of that original management group with
us: Charlie Allen, former vice president, and Jim Bellah, vice pres
ident, still active with the company.

I found something else unusual. While the company had survived
disaster, and its directors and managers had learned from and been
conditioned by that experience, the spirit had not been broken. There
Was an aggressive, creative atmosphere. There was the attitude that
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problems are to be expected and to be overcome as part of progress
and growth. There was no feeling of let's play it safe now but rather
a feeling of let's get on with the job we started to do.
And the company did. Many people contributed, including em

ployees already recognized and four new directors who are here with
us tonight: Jack Castino, Jimmy Crook, Maurice Reed and Frank
Smith. You will hear from others who played a part in the presen
tation that follows.

From my perspective now some fifteen years later, 1 still find the
company unusual. Governor Winter, the company has grown beyond
Mississippi. We have stockholders in every state and in many foreign
countries. But we are still looking for ways to help Mississippi's
economic development.

The company pays its directors now. And its chairman. And of
course its employees too, many of whom, like me, are native Missis-
sippians who found with First Mississippi an opportunity to come
home.

But I think all of us are still motivated by that original dream: to
create, to build, to grow, and to do some good in the process not just
or our stockholders, customers, employees and other constituencies,
ut or our state and the communities and other states in which we

operate.

words and pictures, it is my privilege now to present the
rML story.

W  w

The roots of Mississippi's economy in the 1940s . . . were planted

M  t-d to heavy industry.
ershin W h Counted on agriculture. But the state's lead-
industry Mississippi needed business and
team7Fi?srM"" "reet that need, an idea that
and wLfha Corporation. This is the story of that ideaand what has happened to it in the last 25 years.

has itf rTOtrTra^ htars,
First Mississinni beginning ofPP ithout also talking about Mississippi Chemical
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Corporation and a man named Owen Cooper, the father of both
companies.

World War II had come and gone but for Mississippi farmers, it
left a legacy: a serious shortage of nitrogen fertilizer. Mississippi
Delta farmers stood to lose 30 percent of their potential cotton crop
without enough fertilizer. It was clear to the farmers that there was
only one way to make sure of a steady supply of nitrogen fertilizer.
Make their own.

On December 13th, 1947, farmers working through the Missis
sippi Farm Bureau approved sale of stock in a new company to build
and operate a plant that would manufacture anhydrous ammonia, and
would be owned by the farmers themselves. The feasibility of con
structing the plant, and its chances for success, had already been dem
onstrated at a series of meetings around the state led by Owen Cooper,
executive director of the Farm Bureau.

In less than 18 months, $3 million had been raised for the new
farmers cooperative, called Mississippi Chemical Corporation. The
Mississippi Chemical plant in Yazoo City was so successful that its
capacity soon had to be doubled. The market price which the farmer-
owners paid for the fertilizer was usually more than the actual cost
of producing it. So the farmer-owners got the difference in a rebate,
a "patronage refund," as it was called. This refund would be the key
to the financing of First Mississippi Corporation.

One of the biggest obstacles to industrial and business development
in Mississippi was a lack of capital. Most of the necessary investment
capital came from the same place as new industry; from out of state.
Owen Cooper wanted to change that and finance new business with
Mississippi's own equity capital. One day. Cooper had an ingenious
idea how to raise that capital. He took it to his good friend and fellow
Mississippi Chemical board member, LeRoy Percy.

OWEN COOPER: "LeRoy Percy probably has contributed more
to the industrial development in Mississippi than he gets credit for,
and probably I get more credit than I deserve. But LeRoy was always
responsive to constructive ideas regarding the expansion of Missis
sippi Chemical and also the development of new operations such as
First Mississippi Corporation.

[  II 1



"The first step was to raise capital, and the easiest way to raise
capital was from folks you had already secured capital from previ
ously, and had established a reasonable degree of credibility with. So
we asked those people to invest, and they could indicate on the post
card the extent of their participation, so actually postcards were used.
"Part of it was personal confidence in those involved in the ven

ture, and part of it was the fact that a lot of those people, too, were
committed for the development of new businesses in Mississippi that
would be owned in Mississippi, that would have their headquarters
in Mississippi, that would have their technical staff, their operating
staff, their managerial staff in Mississippi.

Yes, I m an optimist. You almost have to be an optimist to start
new ventures. I try to mix enough realism with my optimism to make
It practical. I had no idea the company would assume the proportion
it has now. I could not be that visionary."
On March 19, 1957, Governor J. P. Coleman signed a charter

listing 21 incorporators who represented a cross-section of Missis
sippi business. Their venture capital experiment was a f^rst for Mis-
^ssippi. So the incorporators called their company—First Mississippi
Corporation.

Soon, Owen Cooper's financing plan was swung into motion. Cooper
had thought of a way to make stock sales easy and efficient. At Mis
sissippi Chemical patronage refund time, the company enclosed a
postcar a owing each patron a choice: get his refund check, or apply
t e re un to irst Mississippi stock. Cooper's personal reputation
was so strong that within six months the company had raised a million
dollars just by mailing penny postcards. A total of $5 million was
raised from this source and other stock sales.

With the well-respected Fred Anderson of Gloster serving as part-

Mi s'siss-n '"';! f"*- """y® to help
W F St M u ''^^^"^hholders at the same time. Beforelong, First Mississippi had found more ways than it could possibly

its'firryeanXnl^ofthem^ '^"^pany incompanies in trouble. Few of the proposaTsTei! irLldstheTe'tL'
new management group or the directors had any experience
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In its early days. First Mississippi bought into several unrelated
businesses. Swimming pools. Egg cartons. Piping. Animal food. Ex
truded metal. Real estate. Insurance. They all looked good on paper,
but the reality was something else. Management was soon to find that
if others had not been able to make a success of these ventures, the
chances were against First Mississippi. Serious problems soon devel
oped.

The board had found a full-time vice president for project devel
opment. He was Jack Babbitt, an engineer who had helped build the
Mississippi Chemical plant. Babbitt's background wasn't in manage
ment, but he exemplified the take-a-chance spirit that was at the heart
of the infant company. Soon, Babbitt would become general man
ager.

For four years. First Mississippi lived on the edge of disaster as
it wrestled with its problems. Finally, management began to gain
control and clean up the company.

The 1963-64 annual report contained both good news and tragic
news. The tragedy was the death of Fred Anderson, one of the guid-
ing lights of the company. LeRoy Percy, the capable businessman
who had first listened to Owen Cooper's idea, assumed the presi
dency. The good news was that problem operations had been sold or
improved, and for the first time, all remaining company operations
were showing a modest profit. First Mississippi had made a decision
to return to the fields it knew best; the fields that had given it birth.
Fertilizers and chemicals.

Cooper and Babbitt had a plan. They met with CF Industries, a
large farmers cooperative headquartered in Chicago. Cooper and Babbitt
suggested that CF and First Mississippi form a joint venture to build
a plant, and sell its products through CF. And so First Nitrogen,
Inc. was formed to build a i ,C)00-ton-a-day anhydrous ammonia plant,
a mammoth production facility that would make First Mississippi
competitive with anyone in the world. At the same time, Mississippi
Chemical ordered a duplicate plant for Yazoo City, Mississippi. These
were the first two orders for the now-famous Kellogg single train
ammonia plant design that was to become the industry standard around
the world.

But now, the company faced a philosophical problem. The First
Nitrogen plant had to be located on the Mississippi River to supply
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CF. And the plant had to have access to large quantities of natural
gas raw material. There were no suitable sites in Mississippi with
both a river location and gas, so Babbitt began looking elsewhere. In
1965, he found a prospective supplier in Texaco. The oil company
wanted a contract to baseload a pipeline extension up the west side of
the Mississippi River. Donaldsonville, Louisiana, was chosen for the
plant site. So began a chain of events which would make Donaldson
ville the ammonia capital of the world, instead of Natchez or Vicks-
burg.

Fi^rst Mississippi signed a 20-year contract with Texaco for natural
gas for the new venture. It was a typical long-term fixed price con
tract wit modest escalation. But it would become a very valuable
as^t ater, as market prices increased rapidly from factors including
inflation—and OPEC.

The First Nitrogen start-up in October 1966 was so successful that
F exercised a 7-year buyout option after only nine months. CF

bought the plant for $4.4 million. First Mississippi had doubled its
investment in less than a year.

Now it was time to expand in Donaldsonville, with a i,ooo-ton-
per-day ammonia plant and a l,200-ton-per-day plant for urea, a
solid ni^ogen fertilizer. First Mississippi couldn't build the facilities
alone. The company needed partners. It joined with Mississippi
Chemical and its subsidiary Coastal Chemical to form a joint venture:

TrI.H n 1 ^^ntract was executed with Texaco forTriad. Over the years, that contract, with its assured gas supply and
trrorfd,^"'"' " lowest-cost producers in

summer of 1067 about thp t* ■ j ■ •
Kelley Williams, a young Mississippi olka b T f '
joined F.rst Mississ ppi fs mln J ̂ nf r

. T-L ^ manager of corporate olann ncr and HpvpI-opment. The company would hear more from h.m
Triad was not an instant success. The urea plant was the largest

plant of Its kind ever built at that time Ti u a ^ a
technology licensed from a Cut h eo ™
larger-scale of production than ever c y P""^' involved a
up problems were expected. At first thi'nl^"'^T''^^i'i
Triad ammonia plant produced a woild rerordTb^^no record 368,000 tons, helping
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the beginning of the donaldsonville, LOUISIANA, PRODUCTION COMPLEX IN THE
mid 1960'S REPRESENTED A RETURN TO THE FIELDS FIRST MISSISSIPPI KNEW BEST.

FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS.

lift First Mississippi's total income from operations from a $r. r mil
lion loss to a $500,000 profit.

But the next year, an unanticipated corrosion problem developed
in the urea plant, a serious problem which threatened the company s
survival. It was finally solved by First Mississippi and Triad people,
who showed the Dutch licenser how to fix its own design. Missis
sippi-educated Charles M. McAuley, now First Mississippi vice
president, was one of the main troubleshooters on the Triad prob
lem.

CHARLIE McAULEY: "The plant had been running for several
months when the first failure took place. And when we opened up
the piece of equipment that failed, we were certainly shocked at what
we saw. We made the repairs that were necessary to get it running
again, and in a matter of a couple of weeks or so we had the same
kind of failure again.

"We conferred with the people who designed the plant, and if you
give them enough time, they would eventually solve it. But time was
the one thing we just didn't have. I would say we spent probably a
couple of years before it was really under control.
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ki process of solving these problems is one of the mostenjoya e t mgs you can do in running a plant, simply because you
can Ignore a of the things that you normally can't ignore. You don't
ave to worry about a budget, because nothing you can do is going

to cost you as much money as having that plant sit idle. You don't

and^a^ manners, even, at times. It's just get outand get the problem solved. And it's a lot of fun."

lots of Triad urea plant gave low-cost product, but
market was output while the fertilizer
Ashland Oil ^^^loped, Babbitt negotiated a joint venture with
a raw i?eHa?rr ^ Triad urea as
decorative laminates^Tsins R '
problems hampered this Zt to ^
proved givinffok »l- ' P^^^t^oately, other operations im-
Chemicals, Inc coSd he melamine plant, Melamine

'  "^3de to run smoothly.

sippi was also wrklngTbilud ^"^erging. First Missis-
First Chemical Cornn^t" ^ ̂  Mississippi. It was the new
complex near Pascaeoula'^M''^'^— ^ million chemical
plant investment of over ^
related nitrated aromatic che ■ aniline and
cal, plastics and photoeranl.!!!"^^ j automotive, pharmaceuti-
start-up was also troublesome Though First Chemical'scarry First Mississippi when P^'o^pered, and later helped
cycle. Its ultimate success r pnces fell with the fertilizer
diversify to protect the cn ^ a new management philosophy:
fertilizer cycle. mpany against unfavorable effects of the

One of the key units in the F" r-u
licensed from a Swiss companv n ̂ plant used technology
chemical engineer and a native M" Jordan, First Mississippi
the technology so successfullv , modified and improved
license by First Mississippi and Tq offered under a joint
un-Dt. ® developer.HERB JORDAN: "The othe

ation at this time was about one^fif^k^T^^^'^^ oper-
plant. So it was a major sc^Ip ^^e First Chemical

P when they built this system.
I 16 1

"For the plant to be cost effective, it was necessary to get maximum
utilization from the catalyst. Our data indicated that we were only
getting ten percent utilization of the catalyst. We were able to im
prove the catalyst, improve the reactors themselves to make them
more efficient. And this allowed us to reduce the catalyst required for
the same amount of aniline production by a factor in excess of five.
"The Swiss company that we had licensed the process from, Lonza,

was very pleased with the outcome of our tests, and we agreed upon
a joint licensing agreement with them whereby we would put our
modifications into their original process and offer a joint license to
the rest of the world."

The start-up problems and burden of the financial commitments
necessary to build the new plants caused a worried Board to consider
selling the company. In the spring of Babbitt found a pro
spective buyer in the Williams Companies of Tulsa, Oklahoma, which
wanted to get into the fertilizer business. The Board was divided.
Some people wanted an end to the struggle. But others were con
vinced that this was not the time to sell. The Triad complex and First
Chemical had potential. Most of the company's problems were of a
start-up nature which were not likely to reappear. No deal was made
for First Mississippi. But the Williams Companies decided they wanted
something else. They wanted Jack Babbitt. Before he left in Septem
ber 1971, Babbitt recommended a successor, Kelley Williams.

LEROY PERCY: "Kelley had been working for the company, I
guess, about four years as head of corporate planning. At that time
Kelley was 37, but he looked like he was about 27, and to make a
man that young with that little experience in being an executive was
a risk.

"I think at that time they made me president. As I recall, every
time the company's ever been in trouble, I end up president. You
know, that's the way it goes. And we decided wed make Kelley I
believe his title was vice president and general manager the idea
being for him to do the day-to-day stuff until we could make up our
minds what we were going to do about a CEO.

"But as a matter of fact, Kelley began to show that he had ability,
and began to make some changes. So 1 guess he had only been on
board as general manager maybe eight months when we decided, let s
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make him president; let's go with him. And of course, 1 think that s
about the best decision we ever made."

The Williams style established itself immediately. As manager of
corporate planning, his responsibility had been to develop a ong
range plan for the company. A full year before he became chie ex
ecutive, Williams outlined a plan for future growth which, in many
respects, is still being followed today.

After consolidating earlier efforts and establishing a solid base,
Williams began planning a transaction which would make the entire
financial community sit up and take notice.

On August 31, 1973, First Mississippi acquired the Atlantic Rich
field Company's giant fertilizer manufacturing and retail complex at
Fort Madison, Iowa. The $75 million ammonia and fertilizer com
plex, and $25 million in retail operations, had been bought y ^
Mississippi company with just $31 million in assets. First Missis
sippi had taken the gamble of its life.

The company was betting on two things; that the fertilizer cycle
was ready to turn up, and that First Mississippi could manage t e
complex better than ARCO had. The timing turned out to be rig
Less than a month after the deal was done, federal price contro s on
fertilizers were removed, and fertilizer prices took off. First Missis
sippi's size quadrupled overnight. The gamble had paid off.
The financing arrangements were unusual. After convincing

Chase Manhattan Bank, which had helped finance the now-success u
Triad plants, Kelley Williams traveled with two young bankers rom
the Chase to sell ARCO management on the transaction. Wi
says the selling job on ARCO was easier than the one on his ow
board, possibly because this time the Chase was along. The nnanci ̂
arrangements involved $46 million in industrial revenue bonds an^^
a $31 million loan from the Chase. First Mississippi's net worth
the time was only $12 million. Both the Chase and the ^^^rvar
Business School have used this transaction as a case study-

'^^®t:ribed the acquisition as "a tiny Jonah swallowing a

The first year after acquiring the plant, now called FirstMiss, Ih
irst Mississippi showed a record $20 million profit. That year,
^974) return on equity was 92%. The next year, profits were ̂
a  time-record $41 million. But the acquisition was more imp®

than just the numbers It lent the company ^ ̂̂ emlferL
born Jimmy Crook, vice-president of First Miss.ssipp ,
JIMMY CROOK; "At the time we made the

that the fertilizer market was turning; we had much
wise immediately ahead of us. ■ u A
"We didn't envision to the extent

the amount of profit that we would rna . romoany not
set the stage for another step up in the grow ° available to us
only in the financing that has ^ but I think in the

i".——«> -

"But^finally, Fort Madison was
S=iot — rrdtXer trade,
sures. So, in October of .98.. we reluctantly ̂ "
shut down the production facilities at ort a
"On the other hand. Fort Madison has a

the corporation the financing ability an 0 P ^
corporaLn to go further into the oil and gas business
erals exploration business." iwiicciQsiDoi-

In January I975> First York Stock Ex-
chartered corporation ever to be lis e
change. And in .975., the Largest Industrial
Fortune magazine's Directory of the increase in sales.
Corporations, where it ranked first in percentage increase
First Mississippi was on the map. ^„prcKin

Before 1974 ended, First a''i, iSO-ton-
with six oil companies in another r Triad complex at

» be —

Donaldsonville. It was called AMrK • nlvinp- natural gas to
AMPRO's products, with the oil companies ^
operate the plant from Federal offshore ouisi
AMPRO was completed Energy

scheduled for opening m the fall of 977^ shortage of the
Regulatory Commission, created during partners access to the
mid-Seventies, denied First Mississippi an
offshore gas. First Mississippi appealed the ruimg
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mained on standby. By the time a Federal court overturned the Com
mission ruling and forced it to reconsider the case, First Mississippi
had already found an alternate source. But the bureaucratic delays
and indecision had cost the company nearly three years and $3 mil
lion. And the offshore gas is still not released.

Williams had a plan for the fertilizer profits, too. He knew that
the tertil^er business was vulnerable to gas shortages, and it was
cyclical The idea was to take the cash flow from fertilizers and use
It to find natural gas and diversify into other fields. First Mississippi
cone u e t at t e only way to assure a supply of energy and raw
materials was to produce them itself.

pji" '"S"" exploring for natural gas. But
^ repeat the mistakes of its

Miss' • longtime vice president A1 Bogen, a
t?e bu !ne' "'I'™' were brought in to help establish
£e Wi • I . 7' 50.000 acres under
h^a^iirg weT -T'-'

far bevond'su'nni 1!°°'^ energy had potential and attraction
ner^ e^Lt wa T® ' manufacturing needs. Theener^ effort was tecom.ng a major new line of business.

absolutely nrthingYboli't Id'Lr *'= business, we knewganiaation could Ltspelfth^
it was only natural IhM we Tad'^to"'' k""' "h"'
and I very quickly gained confid
that we retained to advise us and '1"
to be able to pick their brains, soto"Jal^

At the same time we hori ♦ j
our own knowledge'to rhp ° self-study, bootstrapping
decisions. Our track record^^T^K*^ intelligent
good approach and that iTpaid off ^

was aggressive, hard-hit-r ^gether an in-house organization that
eyed and bushy-tailed o'"^^ ^^nld call them feisty, or bright-
put the bread on the table ̂  ^^nt to call them, but they
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IN yhe company BEGAN EXPLORING FOR NATURAL GAS AND BY 1977 HRST MISSIS
SIPPI WAS PUBLICLY IDENTIFYING OIL AND GAS AS ONE OF ITS MAJOR LINES OF BUSINESS.

^977» First Mississippi was publicly identifying its major lines
of business as "fertilizer, industrial chemicals, oil and gas.
The next year, First Energy Corporation was formed. And in 1979"
there was a huge strike in Louisiana's Tuscaloosa Trend with the

discovery of Irene Field. It was what the oil and gas industry calls a
company builder." Production from Irene, of which First Energy
owns approximately one third, is expected to continue beyond 1994-

With the new venture established and growing fast, Jim Harper,
3 Mississippi-born oil and gas professional, was brought in to run
First Energy. A1 Bogen's new assignment was to explore a new area
of diversification for the company.
Harper knew that First Energy needed to acquire leases with large

potential in an area that hadn't been explored quite as much as the
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Southeast. The search took First Energy west, into the Rockies and
the purchase of 700,000 leased acres from Emerald Oil Company of
Salt Lake City. First Energy's leased holdings in the Rockies have
since been increased to one and a half million acres.

JIM HARPER: "We expect to be much more aggressive in our
exploratory drilling over the next five to ten years. The last several
years we changed our philosophy somewhat, by going from primarily
buying prospects from other parties to generating prospects and to
creating an acreage base for the company.

"We thought that the Rocky Mountains, with the vast aerial extent
of that play out there, presented the most opportunities for us. So it
was decided to immediately assemble a good acreage base out there
which we could work from.

We will be doing more work in that area. This year we will drill a
number of wells, and we expect that number to increase each year
from now on."

The lessons of OPEC were not lost on corporate management.
Kelley Williams and A1 Bogen believed that oil wasn't the only nat
ural resource for which America could be vulnerable to foreign sources.
First Mississippi decided to diversify into precious metals and stra
tegic minerals. In fiscal 1980, the company began acquiring mineral
claims in the West, including 9,000 acres in a New Mexico area
called Silver Bar." Silver Bar was acquired out from under two
large suitors in a surprise move. While its rivals were enjoying the
Christmas 1980 holidays. First Mississippi was making its move.

First Mississippi's geologists are now systematically scouring the
western states and Canada, where negotiations are underway for per
mission to operate a cobalt mine in that country.
The company was also looking for a coal opportunity. First Mis

sissippi looked at more than 100 prospective coal acquisitions over a
^0 ywr period. In late 1981, it made its choice: Pyramid Mining'
Inc. ot Owensboro, Kentucky. At today's production rates, Pyramid's
reserves of about 100 million tons is enough coal to last for more
than 50 years Pyramid also gives First Mississippi a base of opera
tions and market position for future growth.

First M^sissippi must look quite different to its original board of
directors^ One founding board member, Morris Lewis, Jr.. has just
stepped down after 25 years of company service.

MORRIS LEWIS: "In the
enough time and effort put forth by all the directors q
of the projects that were being done.
"Today, any project that's suhinitted. t^^^^^^^^^

up very carefully and researched, potential for
dations giving both the potential anger _ ^ directors in
success. That type of material is eve ope^^ intelligently
advance of board meetings, and matters. And no
informed before he arrives so he can discuss h^e j,
one objects at all to the board questioning -^eth r a project
bad or indifferent. That's why you have a good company.
By the beginning of its 25th ^"^7^f":;d^So^mahon'in

Corporation had grown to $35^ ui' and chemicals. Fer-
assets. It is a world class producer o industrial chemicals
tilizer is still the largest part of the company. But indust
and energy are growing faster. • f the future. Oil

Energy appears to hold the brightest million in
and gas revenues grew from $7 mi ^ reserves increased from
1981. And future net revenues trom p pjrst Mississippi is
$18 million in 1977 ̂  ̂5i7 mdhon m 19
becoming known as an energy company.

•  • u n iK fiftieth anniversary? ine
Where will First Mississippi be on 'ts n dated

company is growing and changing so as
almost as soon as they are made.

KELLEY WILLIAMSi "Twenty-five [?7'.^''°"knows what the
tate to say what would be our primary e • be? There
energy base and energy mix of our t rely change our life-
may be major technological changes that co p ^^at we're
style and our energy consumption sty e, an response to those
now involved in. So we have to have a
opportunities. ^ we've devel-

"I hope that we will be able to build on th external opportu-
oped, but I wouldn't hesitate to depart
nlties or problems indicated that that was
"We have to have a company fp good people, the

for us to attract and hire and retain and mo problems,
kind of people that are responsive to oppor un
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"The difference between us today and where we were 25 years ago
is that at the time this company got started, it had an idea, and it ha
a little money. Today, we've still got the ideas, but our financial base
is much stronger—and our organization and people base is, of course,
much larger and much stronger."

But whatever happens, one thing is clear. The grand experiment
of Owen Cooper, LeRoy Percy, Fred Anderson and the other founders
of First Mississippi has worked. They wanted to show that Missis
sippians could influence their own destinies. They could raise capita ,
invest it productively and do some good with it. They proved that,
along with everyone else who sent back one of Owen Cooper's penny
postcards. The first of many, with faith in First Mississippi-
By the beginning of the 25th anniversary year, that original^

million investment had grown to a net worth of $138 million, and a
market value of almost $400 million. The company has paid more
than $24 million in dividends and more than $92 million in taxes,
including $9 million paid to the state of Mississippi- The company
has contributed more than $2 million to charity, primarily to com
munity service projects in Mississippi and other areas where it op
erates, and educational endowments such as these honoring two out
standing Mississippians; the Owen Cooper Distinguished Professorship
ot Law at Mississippi College, and the Eudora Welty Chair in South
ern Studies at Millsaps College. To put it all in perspective. Money
magazine named First Mississippi the outstanding performer of the
eventies of all stocks listed on the New York and American stoc

exchanges.

In business, nothing is certain—except change. How First Missis-
rapidly changing business climate will be its stor

constantl^^^^' company built on penny postcar s
areas ofh g^«mg stronger, and finding its place m
and is 1 r"' The experiment has worked
whose faTh to the thousands of investors and emp oyta,th and dedication have created 25 years of achievement.

The End

"W

Actorum Memores simul affectamus Agenda!"
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THE newcomen society% NORTH AMERICA
r  r fi.R 1040) of New York, then dean ofIN APRIL ,923. the late L. F. kmwn at "Amencm

American railroad fr"''''"" l-,! as distinguished from fohttcal
Newcomen" and interested m Business ̂  contributions, andhistory. Its objectives center in the beginnings, gi ' Utilities, Mining, Ag-

influence of IndusHy, Transportation, Comtntm p,^„. Invention, and the
riculture. Banking, Finance, the background of those factorsLaw-these and correlated historical fle s. Mnorcss of Mankind.
which have contributed or are contributing to t e .nraft membership corpoiation

The Newcomen Society in North America is a « -p ^jth headquarters
chartered in ; 96; under the Charitable Law ofthe State oj^^
at 412 Newcomen Road, Exton, Philadelphia. Nere a so iS
ingtown, Pennsylvania, and 32 miles west Museum in Steam Technolo^
located The Thomas Newcomen Memorial Ltbi ary open to the public
and Industrial Histoiy, a reference n devotes attention,
for research and dealing with the subjects tow ic r A„jgfica and across Canada at

Meetings are held throughout the Nmte - respective f elds. _
which Newcomen Addresses are presented by ea rn,-r,nrate organizations, inter

The approach in most cases has been a °j ultimate achievements
preted through the ambitions, the successes an jat ' .^^^^-ular enterprise.of those pioneers whose efforts laid the foundations oj Newcomen (ib 3

The Society's name perpetuates the life an in improvements to the new y
'729), the British pioneer, whose valuable contu u 10 ^ uiechanical Arts.invented Steam Engine brought him lasting fame in paved a way
The Newcomen Engines, whose period of use / ..receded by more than 50
for the Industrial Revolution. Newcomen's inventive l^^^^Twatt.
years the brilliant work in Steam by the world-famous Newcomen Society

The Newcomen Society in North America ^ .flices at The Science
for the Study of the Histoi-y of Engineering and Techno og:y, ^ associated
Museum, South Kensington, London, S.VP. 7, ug an ■ . Manufactures an
in union with the Royal Society for the Encouragemen Q, 2, England.
Commerce, whose offices are at 6 John Adam Street, on the home of

Members ofAmerican Newcomen, when in Europe, are , to see the
Thomas Newcomen at Dartmouth in South Devonshire, t.ng
Dartmouth Newcomen Engine working.



''The roads you travel so briskly

lead out of dim antiquity,

and you study the past chiefly because

of its bearing on the living present

and its promise for the future,"

LIEUTENANT GENERAL JAMES G. HARBORD,
K.C.M.G., D.S.M., LL.D., U.S. ARMY (RET.)

Late American Member of Council at London
The Newcomen Society

for the study ofthe history of
Engineering and Technology
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